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Notes 
Europe – Global Student Consultative Forum 
Thursday 25 June 2020 14:30 – 16:00 (UK Time)  
Blue Jeans Conference Call 

Attending: Adina Ciobotea  (AC)– Lead Student Representative 
Nikunj Sharma (NS) – Student Representative 
 
IFoA Executive Staff  
Matt Tennant (MT)– Quality Manager  
Alison Gorton (AG) – Senior Quality Executive 
 

  Apologies: Hanna Hohner – Student 
Representative 
Andrew Berrow – Head of Learning 
Operations 

Item Discussion Points 

1 Welcome and Introductions  
Introduced Nikunj Sharma (NS) to Matt Tennant (MT) and Adina Ciobotea (AC), apologies noted from Hanna Hohner and Andrew Berrow  

2. Notes from last meeting 
None 

3 Comments – Covid-19 Update 
 
MT provided a timeline to run through series of events from 14 Feb 20 onwards. It was detailed at what point the IFoA made their decision on exams and 
when it was published to students.  
 
MT provided an overview of the work that went into moving the exams online.  This involved our examining teams considering the feasibility of the papers to 
be done on Microsoft word. A decision was made regarding CS/CM exams to cancel for April due to the difficulty in moving exam online. The format for a lot 
of papers needed to be amended to suit an online setting and the IFoA did as much as possible to ensure as many exams went ahead as possible.  Moving 
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Item Discussion Points 

the  exams online, resulted the re-writing of a number of policies, the Assessment Regulations were rewritten to take into account the changes that were 
taking place, as well as some appendices for the Mitigating Policy and the Appeal Policy. 
 
It was necessary to move the examination timetable by one week to allow testing work to be done with our online platform supplier to ensure that the platform 
was stable enough to run 7000+ exams with upload and download issues being a concern. 
 

Exam issues 
Both representatives did not report any issues with the exams.  MT advised that there was one issue that had been identified, those in Cohort 1 of CP3 had 
upload issues and were advised to email scripts to the IFoA.  The emailing of scripts for April 2020 was strictly prohibited and this was the only exception. 
 
Matt confirmed in view of this occurrence in April 2020 the IFoA have agreed that for the September exams, scripts maybe emailed if individuals experience 
issues with the upload if they seek permission prior to doing so.  Without the permission of the IFoA any emailed scripts would not be accepted. MT confirmed 
new guidance would be issued for September should a student experience problems uploading their script.  
 

September 2020 exam update 
The September examinations will be running online for September 2020.  As the CS and CM exams were excluded in April, it is likely there will be high 
demand for these subjects and students who wish to sit these should book the exam early.  
 
A new option when booking exams for September will enable students to select which cohort they wish to sit which should assist, as long as there is 
availability, those sitting in different time zones.. 
 

Exams sitting/marking 
AC advised that obtaining feedback for this GSCF meeting was made more difficult due to Covid-19 and had no issues to report. 
 
NS asked if there is any plan to release training videos/webinars to students to assist students sitting exams online, MT confirmed that the IFoA is preparing 
some material for students on how to approach exams online, there is no date for release but would be announced online and in the student newsletter. 
MT advised students should be prepared to take exams online for the foreseeable future and that April 2021 sittings are still likely to be delivered this way. 
The IFoA is aiming to provide guidance on the paper format of the CS/CM exams in September. 
 
NS commented that some students would find typing quickly online more time consuming that written work and if any allowance would be made when marking 
of the papers took place.  MT advised that the Examiners will be reviewing the impact of Covid-19 and it is likely that they will review if this has had an effect 
on the student’s ability to complete the papers. The pass mark is determined by a range factors and it may be that Covid-19 issues will be taken into 
consideration when setting this. 
 

Tuition 
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Item Discussion Points 

The Europe GSCF did not provide any comments. However, NS raised a question about the number of University partnership are held with the USA, MT 
explained that the IFoA has a smaller membership base in the US as most actuarial students belong to either the SOA or the Casualty Society.  MT explained 
how the accreditation process works and that Universities are required to approach the IFoA for an accreditation of the course(s) they run.  The IFoA would 
then review the course material and exams before determining if the course covered the IFoA syllabus for the subject. 
 

Work Experience 
No comments were received. 
 

Student Communications 
No comments were received. 
 

Student Support From Employers 
MT informed that a piece of work was being undertaken by the IFoA to determine how much support students receive from their employer and would welcome 
feedback. 
 
AC commented that in her location/employer 

• Employers usually cover examinations fees for a maximum of two attempts 
• Employers do not offer much time for study leave usually a maximum of 2 days for each subject with a maximum of 4 days if taking more than one 

subject in a session 
• Employers cover books and study material but NOT online material ie ActEd training 

 
NS commented that in his location/employer 

• Employer covers fees for one exam attempt 
• Very little study leave ie paid time off 
• Minimal recognition for passing exams unless reaches Associate/Fellowship 

 
It was commented that due to the lack of study leave/support some students will take several examinations in one session to make use of the study time 
allowed. 
 

Study Approach 
MT drew the attention to the document ‘Study Approach’ Page 8 of the agenda pack and asked if the IFoA.  It was felt that the number of study hours 
increased is likely due to students cramming exams into a session (as per comment above) 
 

Exemptions 
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Item Discussion Points 

MT gave an update on the current position regarding exemptions, the GSCF were recommended to check the IFoA website as there will shortly be an update 
on agreements with other Actuarial associations such as ASSA in the coming days/weeks. 
MT reminded of the exemption deadline for overseas associations that the IFoA will no longer grant any exemptions after 31 December 2022 
   

4 AOB  
AC requested further information regarding Brexit and the impact on MRA’s etc for Associate/Fellows.  MT advised that discussions were ongoing and that the 
website would be updated with any decisions. 

 

5 Proposed date of next meeting 
November 2020 
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Student Consultative Forum Feedback Return Form 
April 2020 Exam Session - Europe 
 

Topic: 
Exam Booking COVID-19 Correspondence: 

To cover feedback and comments relating to the process of booking exams, including 
COVID-19 related communication and guidance. 

Student Comment IFoA Response Further Action Taken 
(if applicable) 

I reached out to some of the colleagues here in Lisbon, Portugal and there 
seem to have positive comments only about the April20 exam booking 
process and COVID correspondence. 

Thank you for your feedback, it 
appreciated. We tried to respond to the 
COVID-19 situation as rapidly as we 
could, ensuring we provided sufficient 
communication with our members 
throughout. 

 

 
 

Topic: 
Online Exams Platform: 

For Online Platforms, this should cover technical questions e.g. 
equipment/software/download/upload etc. 

 
Student Comment 

 
IFoA Response 

 
Further Action Taken 

(if applicable) 
I reached out to some of the colleagues here in Lisbon, Portugal. There 
seem to have no problem arised in the online platform in particular with CB2 
paper in the April20 exam.  

Thank you for your feedback, it 
appreciated. We tried to respond to the 
COVID-19 situation as rapidly as we 
could, with the student experience always 
at the forefront of our decisions. 
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Topic: 

Employer Support: 
The IFoA is seeking feedback on support provided to student members by their 
employers. This can include study days, number of exam resit opportunities, 
mentoring etc.  
Please do not specify employer. We are looking for comparison of geographic region. 

 
Student Comment 

 
IFoA Response 

 
Further Action Taken 

(if applicable) 
There seem to have a less study support provided in my team. Particularly 
no study days are given which is a difficult scenario. There is neither an 
opportunity nor any rewards given to the students even in the case of CP 
papers. This is discouraging at some point. 

The IFoA is collecting feedback from 
employer support from our international 
students to gain better insight into the 
differences in regions and sectors around 
the globe. We thank students for their 
time in providing this information. 

 

 
 

Topic: 
Other: 

To cover feedback and comments relating to any other aspects of the IFoA student 
experience. 

 
Student Comment 

 
IFoA Response 

 
Further Action Taken 

(if applicable) 
I reached out to some of the colleagues here in Lisbon, Portugal. There 
seem to have a point arisen on the time of the online exam session. Is this 
the time chosen to adopt to the time difference challenge because it was 
pointed out that it was too early, however it was just a point mentioned in 
regard to only a personal experience. 

Thank you for your feedback. For both 
April 2020 and the up-coming September 
2020, all exams are held at UK time only.  
 
The IFoA have members sitting globally 
and unfortunately at this moment in time 
we are unable to host online exams to 
each members local time. Currently all 
online exams will be held at UK time only, 
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no exceptions can be made. The IFoA 
must ensure that all exams are fully 
supported, ensuring successful running of 
the online exams and currently we are 
only able to do this by hosting exams at 
UK time only.   
 
Exact timings are detailed in the joining 
instructions which are released at least 2 
weeks prior to the exams taking place.   
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Actions 
Global Student Consultative Forum – Europe 
ACTIONS: 25 June 2020 

Item Action Action by Status Due Date 

Actions from meeting 25 June 2020 

1. AC requested further information regarding Brexit and the impact on MRA’s etc for 
Associate/Fellows 

MT Outstanding  

Actions from previous meetings 

2. None    
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